Virtual conference on 3 March 2020, 10:00 a.m. (EST)

**Welcome by Soon-Young Yoon**, International Alliance of Women

**Poll I “Who is in the room”?**

The Feminist and Women’s Movement Action Plan---Updates
*Melissa Upreti*, Senior Director, Program and Global advocacy

**Theme presenters’ Environmental conservation, protection and rehabilitation**

*Bridget Burns*, Director, Women’s Environment and Development Organization

*Liane Schalatek*, Associate Director of the Heinrich Böll Foundation North America

*Emilia Reyes*, coordinator Gender Policies and Budget, Equidad de Genero

**Breakout groups:**

Discussion question: *What action can you take to have an impact on “Environmental conservation, protection and rehabilitation”*

**Poll II ----“Which actions can you take?”**

Lightning Talks: Breaking down silos (each speaker gives 2 actions that would have Cross--cutting impact on this theme; moderated by Soon-Young Yoon

Poverty eradication, social protection and social services, *Laurent Huber*, ASH

**RAFFLE**

Closing remarks on Beijing + 25 looking forward

Closing and Inspiring Poem –*Uzma Gul*, Young Feminist from Pakistan

Good Bye 😊